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Our business is keeping
you in business
Our dedicated Major Projects Team helps reduce capital

For more than 115 years Wormald has been protecting lives,

investment through customised design that meets and exceeds

property and companies through comprehensive fire protection

industrial risk management requirements for market sectors

solutions – ranging from engineering advice and risk analysis to

such as oil and gas, power generation and mining.

certification and fire training – across the commercial, industrial,

A serious fire can have a devastating effect on an organisation.

private and public sectors.

Lives are placed at risk, and physical property can take months to

Wormald tailors fire protection solutions to address your

rebuild. For many companies, the business never fully recovers.

specific needs, no matter what the size of your business. We are

Wormald, Australasia’s leading fire protection company, is part

supremely flexible because we know those needs are as diverse

of Tyco International, the world’s largest fire and safety systems

as the businesses of every one of our customers.

organisation operating in more than 80 countries. Through
Tyco we have access to a remarkable depth of physical and
intellectual resources, providing global strength to reinforce
global expertise. We can provide full-time, professional personnel
throughout Australia, New Zealand and Oceania to work on your
project – a depth of coverage unique in the region.

The key to successful fire protection is to get things right, from
the very start. No-one knows more about getting it right than our
installation and service teams.
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Our Major Projects Team provides state-of-the-art
asset and life safety protection to operations that
are high-risk, production intensive and provide
an essential service where business interruption
cannot be tolerated. At the same time as
protecting assets, we also address the vital safety
needs of personnel.
From oil and gas, power and mining operations
to computer, switching stations and transmission
facilities we can provide risk management
solutions using our specialised and targeted fire
suppression and detection systems. Our team
will survey your facilities and recommend a fire
solution that will form an integral part of your
overall risk management plan.

Our people
Systems can be sophisticated and products
outstanding, but their effectiveness will always
depend on the expertise of the people who
design and install them. An experienced and
competent workforce is an organisation’s best
asset. This is especially true in a company offering
a service as vital as fire protection.
As leaders in our industry, we value our staff
and appreciate the contribution every individual
brings to the table. We are committed to
enhancing our collective capability via ongoing,
accredited staff training, regular internal audits
and careful monitoring of the latest equipment
and technology.

Fire systems installation

Technology

Before installing a new fire protection system,
we carefully analyse your needs and intended
purpose. We meet the relevant personnel
in your organisation to become thoroughly
acquainted with your requirements. Once your
objectives have been discussed, prioritised and
documented, our design team will develop an
appropriate fire protection solution.

Wormald’s commitment to a continuous program
of research and development and our dayto-day activities go hand in hand. This ranges
from automatic sprinkler, preaction, drenched
pump sets and fire hydrant systems to our
comprehensive portfolio of water spray, foam, dry
chemical and gaseous systems for special hazard
fire protection risks. This constant fine tuning, as
evidenced in the area of special projects, allows
us to offer design expertise and installations of
unique quality.

Our Contract Specific Project Plan is based
on our commitment to customer satisfaction,
corporate quality principles, the requirements
of international standards set by ISO9001, sitespecific procedures and customer specifications.
No matter what challenges confront your
business, we’re able to deliver the most up-to-date
fire system available or refurbish and upgrade
your existing system to the same standard.

Our specialised services include:
> Risk auditing
> Fire modelling
> Integrated environmental design
> Engineering
> Compliance
> Supply and commission
> Certification
> Safety audits.

Contact Us
Phone 133 166 | Email firesafety.au@tycoint.com | Website www.wormald.com.au

Fact: Sixty percent
of businesses that
suffer a serious fire
go out of business
as a result.
Even if no-one is
injured, a serious
fire can mean
people lose their
jobs.

